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Opening photo: The showroom of AluK GB in Chepstow, South Wales.

FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY

S P E C I A L ALU MINIU M

From a Compact Vertical System to
the Most Advanced Technology in the
Aluminium Profile Coating Field:
The History of AluK GB
Alessia Venturi ipcm®
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coating (ref. Opening photo).

the Cube system of SAT (Verona, Italy), a firm

built over the years with frame manufacturers,

The Welsh company made its debut in the

specialising in aluminium processing plants

installers, architects, and contractors across the

world of powder coating only three years ago,

and technologies. After three years, now with

UK and beyond. It has adopted this approach

when it decided to insource this phase, crucial

the expertise needed to master the painting

luK GB’s mantra is “Collaboration is King”.

also for the selection of its suppliers, especially

to the quality of its products, by installing a

This company based in Chepstow, South

those involved in a key production process:

compact coating system. The choice fell on

Wales, is very proud of the partnership
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first time that we use flash oxidation as a

process, AluK GB has chosen another
SAT technology to make a quality leap in

AluK GB has chosen
a SAT technology to make
a quality leap in terms of
finishes and offer an even
higher-level product. The
choice has fallen on a
technology called FOX, which
integrates a pre-treatment
stage with a flash oxidation
process into a vertical coating
line, in order to ensure
maximum resistance to
filiform corrosion.”

terms of finishes and offer an even higherlevel product. This time, the choice has
fallen on a technology called FOX, which
integrates a pre-treatment stage with
a flash oxidation process into a vertical
coating line, in order to ensure maximum
resistance to filiform corrosion (Fig. 1).

About AluK GB
AluK GB was established in Newport
(Wales) as a family-run company
specialising in the distribution of coated

requires full mastery of the process,”
explains AluK GB plant manager Michael
Burke (Fig. 4). “Three years ago, we bought
our first powder coating plant and we
chose Cube because it was perfect to
learn the ropes of powder coating and
acquire the right skills to offer a quality
product. When the company’s owners
resolved to move to Chepstow, we also
decided to turn the powder coating stage
into one of the key points of our growth

© ipcm ®

on the European market and it was first

ensures a very high quality level, but it

on the market. Therefore, it deserved an

aluminium for residential and commercial
buildings. The company grew very fast

pre-treatment method. This technology

acquired by Blyweert Aluminium (Belgium)
and then by the AluK Group. AluK GB now
designs and builds aluminium systems for
buildings and it offers a complete range
of windows, doors, and curtain walls in
the United Kingdom as well as all over
the world. AluK’s systems are suitable for
both commercial and residential buildings
and they combine high performance and
functionality with modern design and
lasting finishes (Fig. 2).
In 2017, AluK GB has moved to a new
and larger facility in Chepstow, in the
Monmouthshire, to implement an
ambitious expansion plan following
three years of intense growth in the
British market. The new plant has
increased the production capacity
of the company, allowing for the
integration of technological innovations
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Figure 1: The loading area of the new vertical line supplied by SAT.

investment proportional to its role. We

manufacturing phases, while providing

The new coating plant
featuring the FOX technology

the necessary space for warehouses,

The new line was started in June, less than

install another, much more technologically

offices, and showrooms. “The decision

a year after the order, and it is already

advanced SAT line. It includes a pre-

to transfer the company to a larger

fully operational (Fig. 3). The company

treatment stage with the flash oxidation

site, here in Chepstow, was essential

is performing a series of tests to ensure

technology, which creates an oxide layer

to continue growth,” said AluK general

that the products’ quality is in line with

with a 3 to 8 micron thickness to protect

manager Russell Yates. “In the last

its standards. “We want to make sure

aluminium against filiform corrosion

three years, we had completely

that we have thoroughly understood the

(Fig. 5)”.

saturated the Newport plant. Now,

process and we fully control it: although

“The UK aluminium market is divided into

we can finally invest in cutting edge

we have powder coated with the Cube

two sectors: commercial and residential.

technology and create new jobs.”

system for three years now, this is the

The residential market accounts for 92%

in both the product design and

decided to divest the Cube system and
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Figure 2: Section of a profile coated by AluK GB.

Figure 3: Overview of the new coating line.

of our production. We own a few specific

we have 400 tonnes of raw aluminium in

and training support. SAT turned out to

systems for the residential construction

stock. After coating, this is transferred to

be a partner with which we could grow,

field and our flagship products, accounting

the finished product warehouse, waiting for

a company that shared and adopted our

for about 40% of the total, are sliding and

assembly and shipping,” explains Michael

vision, and above all a plant engineering

folding doors. Our investment in the new

Burke. “AluK GB has always considered the

firm able to provide us with the ideal

premises, and above all in the new powder

finishing of its products a commercial lever:

product to achieve our market objectives
© ipcm ®

coating plant, was
motivated by the will to

from time to time.”
“This strategy meant

conquer the commercial

choosing Cube as our

market. We are now

first plant because it

developing our systems

guaranteed maximum

to adapt them to the

flexibility with our

needs of this market and

numerous colour change

we have already won two

operations, as well as

significant projects. Our

being a “training ground”

goal is to expand our

for our operators. In this

portfolio of solutions.

way, we have acquired

Thanks to the new plant

the necessary skills

with the FOX technology,

to meet the market

we are now able to
compete at a higher level
of the market.”

The reasons for
the choice

demands in terms of

4
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coating. At that point,

Figure 4: From left to right: Michael Burke, Plant Manager of AluK GB, Alberto
Formenti, Sales Engineer of SAT and Leon Hoog, UK Business Unit Manager
of GEMA.

we started planning to
further grow and we
decided to make a big
investment in a new

AluK GB receives extrusions from various

since 1992, when the company opened up,

line that was not only perfect for the

European suppliers. The incoming

we have focused on the finishing process by

requirements of that moment, but also

aluminium is then stored in the raw

entrusting it to expert contractors. However,

ready to meet future ones. We also knew

material warehouse waiting to be coated,

a leap in quality would have been possible

that pre-treatment is a critical part of the

assembled with a thermal cutting process,

only by insourcing this operation (Fig. 6).

painting process in order to ensure high

and packaged for shipping. “Currently,

That is why we needed adequate technical

quality. That is why we opted for the FOX
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Figure 5: The FOX system.

system. Our process was already Qualicoat Seaside certified,
but the new line even exceeds the requirements.”
“The transition from Cube to the new line was perfect and
smooth, since the technology is practically the same, except
for the FOX system,” states Burke. “The plant is very easy
to use: the control PLC works like a Windows system: it is
possible to “browse” through the various process phases.
SAT’s engineers are highly skilled and they deeply know their
technologies. Their support was essential to adapt to the use
of such a large treatment line. Even the installation phase was
smooth: it took three days to start and test the electrical and
mechanical parts, and the system had been already started
while we were still in Newport.”

Two pre-treatment technologies in one line
The peculiarity of AluK GB’s new coating line is the
integration of two different pre-treatment systems:
a conventional chemical cycle, with a double active
stage (acid and alkaline) and a chrome-free conversion

AluK GB designs and builds
aluminium systems for buildings and it
offers a complete range of windows, doors,
and curtain walls in the United Kingdom as
well as all over the world. AluK’s systems
are suitable for both commercial and
residential buildings and they combine high
performance and functionality with modern
design and lasting finishes.”
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stage, and a

to the inner

flash oxidation

ring of the FOX

process. “The

system, without

chemical spray

reducing the

pre-treatment

overall speed

cycle includes as

of the line.”

follows: alkaline

“AluK GB works

etching, rinsing

constantly at

with mains water,

1.5 m/min.

acid degreasing,

When the

double rinsing

system control

with mains water,

software

rinsing with

matches a

demineralised

load bar with

water, and

a treatment

chrome-

program that

free surface

includes the

conversion

flash oxidation

with Chemetall

phase, the

products,”

profiles are

explains Michael
Burke (Fig. 7).
“SAT’s technology
comes into play

removed
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from the main
ring of the

Figure 6: Finished profiles.

line through

after the rinses

a 4-switch

following the acid degreasing stage: here,

system and they are transferred to the FOX’s

based on the quality requirements of the
aluminium profiles to be treated, we can
decide whether to divert the parts toward
the oxidation tank for a flash treatment
aimed at improving their corrosion
resistance or to complete the conventional
cycle (Fig. 8).”
The latest version of the FOX system was
implemented. “Originally, the FOX system was
based on two separate tanks, one for the
flash oxidation process and one for rinsing
the profiles. The speed of the main conveyor
was limited by the number of profiles that
could be processed by the tanks, thus
limiting productivity accordingly,” says SAT
sales engineer Alberto Formenti. “In the latest
version of this system, however, the oxidation
tank is wider in order to immerse several
profiles at the same time (Fig. 9), whereas
the rinse with demineralised water occurs
vertically in a spray tunnel module.
In this way, the main conveyor of the coating
line can transfer a greater number of profiles
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internal conveyor,” says Formenti (Fig. 10).

AluK GB has always
considered the finishing of
its products a commercial
lever: since 1992, when
the company opened up,
they have focused on
the finishing process by
entrusting it to expert
contractors. However, a leap
in quality would have been
possible only by insourcing
this operation. That is why
they needed adequate
technical and training
support and SAT turned out
to be a partner with which
they could grow and above
all a plant engineering firm
able to provide the ideal
product to achieve market
objectives from time to
time.”
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“Otherwise, the profiles proceed on their
path toward the chrome-free passivation
station. The winning aspect of this plant is its
flexibility in terms of final quality.
The company can offer a standard and more
affordable product using the chrome-free
pre-treatment as well as a premium quality,
more expensive product using the flash
oxidation technology, thus meeting the
requirements of the most diverse aluminium
markets.”
“The anodising process lasts 3.51 minutes.
We recover part of the sulphuric acid
in the solution from the dripping of the
profiles and we recirculate it into the
system,” states Michael Burke. “Moreover,
we converted the rinse with mains water
included in the original project into a rinse
with demineralised water, thus obtaining
great benefits: the anodising process is
always critical and strict parameter control is
required.”
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capacity and flexibility,” states Burke.
“On average, we perform twenty-five

AluK GB knew that
pre-treatment is a critical
part of the painting process
in order to ensure high
quality. That is why they
opted for the FOX system.”

colour change operations a day. In the
most intense months, we can handle
22 tonnes of aluminium per day, but we
even performed forty-two colour changes
with only 16 tonnes of aluminium
treated. For AluK GB, flexibility is of
the essence, as well as quality. We use
© ipcm ®

almost exclusively Qualicoat 2 polyester
powders provided by AkzoNobel, our
main supplier with which we collaborate
in terms of both colour and paint
performance development. Also with
AkzoNobel, we have established a
partnership of mutual growth, in which
the support of their engineers is crucial.
For us, finishing is a “quality system”
and not a series of production phases
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disconnected from each other.”

Figure 7: On the right the pre-treatment
tunnel.

Technology as a primary
selling argument
“We are confident that we have installed

Finishing: a quality system

the most advanced technology available
on the market today,” Michael Burke

After pre-treatment, the profiles are dried in
110° C, depending on the room temperature.
Then, they reach the application area
equipped with two V-shaped booths and
Gema’s feeding and AP01 dense phase
powder spraying in-line technology (Fig. 11).
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the oven at a temperature between 95 and

Figure 8: The conveyor can divert the parts
towards the pre-treatment tunnel or toward
the FOX system.

“In terms of application, dense phase is the
first choice for coating aluminium profiles,
although it requires a greater investment
than the Venturi injector technology,” states
Leon Hoog, the UK Business Unit Manager
of GEMA. “However, it is the best technology
available today as for transfer efficiency,
extrusion penetration, paint yield, and
standard thickness deviation (Fig. 12).”
The two coating booths work simultaneously:
during loading, the software matches each
bar with a treatment program and with its
assigned booth’s number (Fig. 13).
“One of the greatest benefits of the plant
technology supplied by SAT is that no empty
spaces are needed on the chain: this has
considerably increased our production
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SAT’s technology
comes into play after
the rinses following the
acid degreasing stage:
here, based on the quality
requirements of the
aluminium profiles to be
treated, they can decide
whether to divert the
parts toward the oxidation
tank for a flash treatment
aimed at improving their
corrosion resistance or
to complete the
conventional cycle.”
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Figure 9: Top view of the FOX tank.
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The winning
aspect of this plant is
its flexibility in terms
of final quality. The
company can offer a
standard and more
affordable product
using the chromefree pre-treatment as
well as a premium
quality, more
expensive product
using the flash
oxidation technology,
thus meeting the
requirements of
the most diverse
aluminium markets.”
Figure 10: The descender of
the FOX system.
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Application Pump with SIT technology
Improve your coating
line's automation and
achieve a more uniform
finishing quality

- Improve the productivity of the line and minimize powder consumption.
- Minimize human errors and achieve a more constant application quality.
- Design ideal application processes to achieve the best coatings even on the most
complex parts.
- Improve the working environment and protect the operators health
- Implement a more effective and professional management of your powder coating line

Gema Europe Srl | Via Goldoni, 29
Via Carlo Goldoni 29 | 20090 Trezzano Sul Naviglio (MI) | ITALY | T. +39 02 48 400 486 | F. +39 02 48 400 874

Industry 4.0 Ready

www.gemapowdercoating.com
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proudly says. “We can now start thinking

Figure 12: The GEMA nozzles that work with dense phase powder technology.
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Figure 11: One of the coating booths supplied
by SAT/equipped with GEMA system.

is actually not very wide. SAT’s

about a possible development of the pre-

vertical technology can favour

treatment process with the introduction of a

the opposite approach, that is,

polymer technology for surface conversion,

high volume/high variation. I

or assess the possibility to integrate a

believe this possible change is

brushing machine in the SAT line, since our

exciting for the English market.

goal is to manipulate our profiles as less as

Pre-treatment will become an

possible. However, we are more than pleased

increasingly critical aspect, when

with our current equipment. In the United

chrome VI will be permanently

Kingdom, the powder coating technology

banned in Europe and the United

level is quite low and few investments are

Kingdom. Companies must now

made in new plants, especially the vertical

equip themselves to understand

ones. The horizontal lines based on a low

the alternative chrome-free

volume/high variation approach account for

processes, otherwise quality

90% of the aluminium coating market, which

problems will be certainly an
issue.”
“The FOX system is
undoubtedly our USP on the

AluK GB uses almost
exclusively Qualicoat 2
polyester powders provided
by AkzoNobel, the main
supplier with which they
collaborate in terms of
both colour and paint
performance development.”
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market,” says Burke. “There is
only one other UK contractor
offering profiles pre-treated
with the flash oxidation
technology. However, we are
13
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Figure 13: Entry and exit of the polimerization oven.
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the only ones to have installed
this system in-house and in-line
on a vertical system.”

